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Abstract

1

The field of Computational Argumentation is well-tailored
to approach commonsense reasoning, due to its ability to
model contradictory information. In this paper, we present
preliminary work on how an argumentation framework can
explicitly model commonsense knowledge, both at a logically
structured and at an abstract level. We discuss the correlation with current research and present interesting future
directions.

A central and still open problem in Artificial Intelligence is
the automation of the process of reasoning with commonsense knowledge. Historically, the encoding of commonsense
knowledge has been primarily connected with symbolic representations, with varying degrees of progress in approaching the demands of diverse domains (see for instance [4] for
a thorough analysis). The representation of such information
in a logical form is not an easy task.
In this paper, we formally define initial notions towards a
generic argumentation framework (AF) for agents to interact
with and exchange commonsense knowledge at different levels of granularity. The framework builds on research in the
field of Computational Argumentation, in order to model abstract or more structured forms of commonsense knowledge.
The inherent defeasible nature of AFs, suggest argumentation as a suitable mechanism for performing automated
commonsense reasoning.
The main contribution of this work is the introduction of a
special type of arguments, called Commonsense Arguments
(CS-Argument), which can enhance commonsense reasoning. We define how CS-arguments can be represented and
what constitutes an intuitive attack, considering both the
case that the argument has a certain logical representation
(Section 2), as well as the case of relying on more abstract
schemes (Section 3). We set preliminary work towards a
comprehensive formal model for supporting or rejecting
a given commonsense conclusion, through the process of
argument interaction. We argue in Section 4 that distinguishing between CS-Arguments and the rest opens interesting
directions for future research.
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Structuring Commonsense Arguments

In this section, we set the foundations for modeling a framework for intelligent agents to interact with commonsense
knowledge using an internal structure. For simplicity, we
assume a propositional language L, although more expressive languages can be considered; our focus is on harnessing
the interaction between commonsense knowledge and exceptional cases, along with the attack relations among them,
rather than on how this knowledge is represented. We use
α, β, γ , . . . to denote formulae and ∆, Φ, Ψ, . . . to denote sets
of formulae. Deduction in classical propositional logic is
denoted by the symbol ⊢ and inconsistency by the symbol ⊥.
We assume that each agent A has its own personal belief
base ∆A that contains formulae that are only accessible to the
agent.
there is a set of public belief bases ∆CO =
 CO Similarly,
CO
1
n
∆ ,...,∆
that contain information that is accessible
by all agents. An agent may choose to use part of ∆CO , as it
may not have the capacity to process the full belief bases, or
it may not trust part of it, etc.
Additionally, we assume a single belief base ∆CS that represents the commonly accepted by all agents commonsense
knowledge about the world, i.e., the set of formulae capturing common experiences that constitute part of human
intuition. A formula ϕ can exist in more than one of the
aforementioned belief bases and the only restriction posed is
that ∆A and ∆CO are consistent. We do not pose any restrictions on the form of information inside the knowledge bases,
because we do not want these preliminary notions to tend
only to a specific type of agents (i.e. those that could parse
RDF triplets, free text, etc). This also holds for computing
relations on the information in the knowledge bases.
A common definition of logical arguments, as given for
instance in [2], separates the evidence, or support, from the
claim, or conclusion. In accordance to such a definition, we
next refine a logical argument to also account for commonsense knowledge:
Definition 2.1. A CS-Argument is a pair ⟨Φ ∪ Ψ, α⟩, where
Φ ∪ Ψ is called the support and α the claim, such that: (1) Φ ⊆
∆A ∪∆CO , (2) Ψ ⊆ ∆CS and Ψ , ∅, (3) Φ∪Ψ ⊬⊥, (4) Φ∪Ψ ⊢ α,
(5) Φ ∪ Ψ is minimal with respect to ⊆ among the sets of
formulae which satisfy items 1, 2, 3, 4.
For instance, a classical example of an CS-argument can
be ⟨{ϕ 1 , ϕ 2 , ϕ 1 ∧ ϕ 2 → α }, α⟩, with ϕ 1 =“O is an apple”,
ϕ 2 =“apples are typically red”, ϕ 1 ∈ ∆A , ϕ 2 ∈ ∆CS and α =“O
is expected to be red”.
As is well known, there are exceptional cases in such
commonsense inferences. Different logics and numerous semantics have been proposed to model exceptions from the
default behavior. Yet, a common idea shared by most models is not to question the validity of the default, rather to
weaken its scope, in order to accommodate exceptional cases.
Therefore, in order to facilitate a generic treatment of commonsense attacks for arguments written in a deductive form,
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instead of questioning the inference rules in the premises of
the argument, we define a new relation that explicitly prioritises exceptional cases over commonsense statements. This
enables the model to indirectly weaken the inference rule,
without affecting logical inference or becoming dependent
on how defaults are implemented.
Definition 2.2. A commonsense exception relation ⋗ is an
irreflexive and anti-symmetric binary relation that defines
ω ∈ (∆A ∪ ∆CO ∪ ∆CS ) as an exception of a formula ψ ∈ ∆CS :
n

o
⋗ = (ω,ψ ) ∈ ∆A ∪ ∆CO ∪ ∆CS , ∆CS
For example, consider ϕ 4 , ϕ 5 obtained from a public agriculture repository, where ϕ 4 =“Granny Smith is an apple cultivar” and ϕ 5 =“Granny Smiths are green”. An agent can then
define (ϕ 5 , ϕ 2 ) ∈ ⋗ (or with an abuse of notation, ϕ 5 ⋗ ϕ 2 ).
Such a definition does not intend to invalidate the logical
validity of a commonsense formulae (ϕ 2 in this case), rather
to refine its scope; as a result, the literal can still be used
in formulae within the same or other arguments, as long
as the exceptional conditions are not met. Relying on the
exception relation, we can define a special type of attacks
on commonsense arguments, in addition to the ones defined
for ordinary deductive arguments.
Definition 2.3. A commonsense defeater of a commonsense argument ⟨Φ ∪ Ψ, α⟩ is an argument ⟨Ω, β⟩, such that:
(1) ω ⋗ ψ , where ω ∈ (Ω ∪ β) (2) β ⊢ ¬α .
Notice that any argument can still attack the non commonsense premises and claim of a CS-Argument. As such, this
modeling offers the substrate on top of which to develop a
comprehensive model of argumentation for reasoning about
commonsense, by identifying rational patterns of attacks
that can be made on commonsense statements.

3

Abstract Schemes for Commonsense
Arguments

In the previous section, we discussed CS-Arguments that
can be structured in a deductive form. Yet, the concepts and
domains that commonsense knowledge can cover are so rich
that are difficult to represent symbolically, even for cases
where there is in-depth understanding, e.g., space, physics
and folk psychology [4]. In this section, we discuss more
abstract models of argumentation for reasoning about commonsense. After all, as also argued in [8], the use of abstract
frameworks is interesting, even when an underlying belief
base does exist.
3.1

A Dung’s AF for CS-Arguments

The more general case is to rely on a typical Dung-style AF
(see [5]), extending it with a special type of attacks:
Definition 3.1. Given D and CS denoting respectively the
set of all arguments and CS-Arguments (CS ⊆ D), a commonsense AF is a pair CSAF = (A, R), with (1) A = D ∪ CS;
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(2) R = R D ∪ RCS ; (3) R D ⊆ D × (D \ CS) the set of attacks
to deductive, non CS-Arguments; (4) RCS ⊆ D × CS the set
of attacks to CS-Arguments.
Computing the extensions of a CSAF can be identical to
the process for classical Dung’s AFs. Still, differentiating the
kinds of attacks can be useful for enabling intuitive revisions
or for defining semantics particularly suited for commonsense attacks.
3.2

Toulmin’s Argumentation Model

A more fine-grained model is Toulmin’s Argument Model
[12]. According to Toulmin, there should be data (grounds)
that support a given claim and there should be at least one
warrant to support the relation among the data and the claim.
The warrant is closely related to commonsense knowledge,
which can further be backed up with additional support,
justification or reasons through the backing component of
Toulmin’s model.
Consider an example, borrowed from [4], expressing plausible inference from frequencies: Pierre lives in Paris (data)
and since most residents of Paris can speak French (warrant), it is expected that Pierre can speak French (claim).
The backing can include reasons, such as that in most cities
the majority of the residents speak the official language of
the country they live in, and the official language of the
French Republic is French, according to art. 2 of the French
Constitution, etc. According to Toulmin, the strength of an
argument is captured by the qualifier, a component that can
be a number or a symbolic value. This is strongly related
to the rebuttal. In the case of CS-Arguments, the rebuttal
can list the known exceptions of the commonsense truth
expressed in the warrant.
Proposition 3.2. Toulmin’s Argumentation Model can be
mapped into the CSAF, and vice versa.
Method: We can map any argument from Toulmin’s Argumentation Model into a CS-Argument ⟨Φ ∪ Ψ, α⟩, if we
let Φ be the data and backing part of the argument, Ψ the
warrant, and commonsense exceptions the rebuttal. In the
previous example, we get Φ = {ϕ 1 , ϕ 2 , ϕ 3 } where ϕ 1 = “Pierre
lives in Paris” (data), ϕ 2 = “In cities the majority of residents
speak the countries official language” and ϕ 3 = “The official
language of French Republic is French” (backing). Ψ = {ψ 1 },
where ψ 1 = “Residents of Paris can speak French” (warrant).
Using this transformation we can construct the CS-Argument
⟨Φ ∪ Ψ, α⟩, where a = “Pierre is expected to speak French”. A
commonsense defeater is an argument ⟨Ω, β⟩ that contains
the formulae (rebuttal) ϕ 4 = “Pierre moved from the US to
Paris last month.”, ϕ 4 ⋗ ψ 1 .
3.3

Argument Schemes

Patterns for constructing arguments, as suggested by Walton et al. [13] also offer the possibility to represent more abstractly CS-Arguments, yet in a way that allows for refining
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proper attack relations. Argument schemes are accompanied
by a set of critical questions to restrict the ways a particular
scheme may fail. There are different schemes that can be
adapted for the purpose of constructing arguments related
to commonsense knowledge, in a way similar to schemes
adapted for arguments related to trust (see e.g., [11]).
Argument from Commonsense Classification: All F’s
are typically classified as G’s. α is an F, therefore α is a G. As
an example, consider that all birds are typically classified as
animals that can fly; since Tweety is a bird, it is expected to be
an animal that can fly. From the commonsense perspective,
we analyze if α falls into an exceptional category.
Proposition 3.3. Argument from Commonsense Classification can be mapped into the CSAF, and vice versa.
Method: In this case, let ⟨Φ ∪ Ψ, α⟩ be an CS-Argument.
If we consider as commonsense knowledge Ψ the part that
states: All F’s are typically classified as G’s, and Φ the personal and public knowledge that the entity α is an F. We can
map the scheme into the CSAF. In the example, ϕ 1 =“Tweety
is a bird”∈ Φ, andψ 1 =“Birds are animals that can fly”∈ Ψ, the
CS-Argument ⟨Φ ∪ Ψ, α⟩ is constructed where α =“Tweety
is expected to fly”. An argument ⟨Ω, β⟩ with the formulae
ϕ 2 =“Tweety is a chicken" in its support is a commonsense
defeater for ⟨Φ ∪ Ψ, α⟩, because ϕ 2 ⋗ ψ 1 .
Argument from Established Commonsense Rule: If
carrying out A is the established rule for x, then x must carry
out A. Let, Tweety be a bird and birds typically fly. Therefore,
Tweety is expected to fly. Of course, there are exceptions to
the commonsense rule “birds typically fly”, such as Tweety
is a chicken. The established rule tries to define a universal
relation, but in some cases there are exceptions that cannot
be tackled.
Proposition 3.4. Argument from Established Commonsense
Rule can be mapped into the CSAF, and vice versa.
Method: For this case, given a CS-Argument ⟨Φ ∪ Ψ, α⟩.
We consider as personal (or public) knowledge Φ the fact
that an entity x is instance of a category that the established
rule A applies, and as commonsense knowledge Ψ the part
which states that x must carry the rule A. In the example,
Φ = {ϕ 1 } where ϕ 1 =“Tweety is a bird", and Ψ = {ψ 1 }
where ψ 1 =“Birds typically fly", therefore the CS-Argument
⟨Φ ∪ Ψ, α⟩ supports α =“Tweety can fly". A commonsense
defeater, in this case is the argument ⟨Ω, β⟩ that has the
formulae ϕ 2 =“Tweety is a chicken" in its support, ϕ 2 ⋗ ψ 1 .
Argument from Popularity: If everyone in a particular
reference group accepts A, then A is presumably true. For
example, Tweety is a bird and birds typically live in trees.
Therefore, Tweety presumably lives in a tree. Notice that it
is not clear even that statistically most birds live in tree; e.g.,
chickens, that are numerous, do not.
Proposition 3.5. Argument from Popularity can be mapped
into the CSAF, and vice versa.
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Method: Given a CS-Argument ⟨Φ ∪ Ψ, α⟩. We consider
Φ as the knowledge that A holds for an entity, and Ψ as the
knowledge that a particular reference group accepts A, and
A is presumably true.
Argument from Popular Practice: If a large majority
does or acts though A, then A is the correct thing to do
(unless is an exception). For instance, many people do jogging
because it provides wellness to their bodies, and Pierre does
jogging, Therefore, Pierre is expected to have body wellness.
An exception to this common practice is that Pierre has heart
arrhythmia.
Proposition 3.6. Argument from Popular Practice can be
mapped into the CSAF, and vice versa.
Method: Here given a CS-Argument ⟨Φ ∪ Ψ, α⟩. We take
Φ the knowledge that an entity performs or acts though a
popular practice A, and Ψ the knowledge that A is the correct
thing to do.

4

Discussion and Conclusion

The formalisation of default assumptions and of relevant exceptions using some form of argumentation logic can been
seen as a natural fit for argumentation systems, due to the
ability of the latter to reason with contradictory information. Our proposed CSAF builds on this correlation, making
explicit the commonsense notions at the conceptual level.
This way, it becomes possible to both to take advantage of
the progress in sub-fields of Computational Argumentation,
as well as to identify new areas that require research, particularly suitable for the needs of commonsense reasoning.
Other studies approach commonsense reasoning with AF
using preference rules [3], Event Calculus [1], and Web resources [7], without explicitly distinguishing commonsense
from other types of knowledge.
The research about enthymemes for instance, i.e., partially
specified, logically invalid arguments, is highly relevant. As
pointed out in [6], entymemes can capture more accurately
real human arguments, as they typically rely on statements
not explicitly spelled out, due to the assumption that they
belong to some common knowledge. In this sense, commonsense knowledge constitutes probably the most common
type of statements missing in an enthymeme. Similarly, as a
human is more likely to be persuaded by an argument that
is in line with her own commonsense knowledge, our framework is also related to research on persuasive argumentation
and on dialectical systems.
At the same time, new directions explicitly tailored to commonsense reasoning can be envisioned. By distinguishing between CS-Arguments and the rest, our next reasonable step
is to model intuitive extensions of argumentation graphs that
take into consideration the different types of attacks that can
be applied. Already, recognising and dealing with mistaken
attacks is attracting the attention within enthymeme-based
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AFs (e.g., [8]). Note that in a typical logical AF, attacks between arguments are not questioned, as they stem from the
logical inference relation. On the contrary, our exception
relation does not define a logical correlation, but rather a
prioritisation, among formulae.
Weighted counterparts of AF [9], as well as hierarchical
related AF [10], assign strength values to arguments, in order to decide which argument is stronger. Such approaches
can provide useful properties in a CS-based framework, yet
our modeling is meant to cover more generic cases, where
the existence of exceptions do not work quantitatively for
the argument, rather they show some sub case where the
argument does not hold. We define CS-Arguments in this
manner because we want them to be the most commonly
used and known argument in a conversation. Elaborating
with CS-Arguments and weights, based on the context of the
conversation is left as future work.
To conclude, we presented preliminary work towards an
AF for reasoning with commonsense knowledge. We defined the notions of CS-Arguments and exceptions, both at a
structured and at a more abstract level, opening interesting
directions for future extensions.
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